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Objectives

Understand the rich tradition of inquiry of Johns Hopkins Nurses

Understand the opportunities for scholarship related to the Johns Hopkins Medicine Strategic Goals

Understand the staff nurses’ role in developing a scholarly team
JHHS Nursing Vision

Johns Hopkins Nursing delivers the promise of medicine. We push the boundaries of discovery, transform healthcare and advance professional nursing practice to optimize the patient experience.
A bit of our history…

- 1889: The Johns Hopkins Hospital and The Johns Hopkins Hospital School of Nursing open.
- 1890: First hospital to institute the use rubber surgical gloves, inspired by nurse Caroline Hampton.
- 1893: The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine opens. Superintendents of Training Schools for Nurses are founded by Isabel Hampton, M. Adelaide Nutting, and Lavinia Dock.
- 1907: Nutting helps to launch the American Journal of Nursing.
- 1917: Fifty-three Hopkins nurses staff The Johns Hopkins Hospital Unit, a 1300-bed facility in war-torn France.
- 1942: Inspired by the nurses of 1917, Hopkins nurses leave for the Pacific within months of the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
Our history continued…

1981
- Professional Practice Model concepts of shared governance is implemented on selected nursing units.

1984
- Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing opens.

1988
- Nursing Research Program is initiated at The Johns Hopkins Hospital.

1990
- Clinical Advancement program is implemented to reward and recognize expert clinical practice. The Center for Nursing Research is established at the Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing.

1995
- The Institute for Johns Hopkins Nursing is formed through a joint venture between The Johns Hopkins Hospital and the Johns Hopkins Hospital University School of Nursing.

2003
- The Johns Hopkins Hospital is awarded the first ANCC Magnet designation in Maryland.

2004
- The Johns Hopkins Hospital and the Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing received the Sigma Theta Tau International Pinnacle Award for the Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice Model and Guidelines.
The Johns Hopkins Nursing Professional Practice Model
Opportunities for Scholarship Related to Our Strategic Priorities
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Inspired Inquiry - Hopkins achievements & Nursing Alignment

- Patient outcome improvement through research – bench to bedside
- Quality Improvement
- Patient Safety
- Healthy Work Environment
- Professional Nursing Practice and Autonomy
Where to begin

- Solving for defect
- Innovate for change
- Patient expressed concerns
- Team discussion
- Organizational request

What would it look like if the issues were resolved or improved and who would need to be involved to help solve the issue?
Developing a Scholarly Team
Abundant Resources

- Center of Inquiry
- Armstrong Institute
- Schools of Public health, Nursing, Medicine and Engineering
• Rich legacy of nursing inquiry, discovery motivated by providing excellent care
• Hopkins nursing Tradition of learning and dissemination
• Take advantage of the opportunities and resources—find a mentor and build a team